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Introduction:  A vibration analysis was performed 

to investigate the vibration impact of the Advanced 
Radioisotope Stirling Generator (ASRG) on spacecraft 
instruments. The intent was to quantify the severity of 
the induced vibration environment for the spacecraft’s 
instruments, using correlated models of existing space-
craft, in order to ascertain if mitigation methods might 
be needed and how best to apply them. Unlike previous 
radioisotope power systems which employed direct 
power conversion schemes, the ASRG is a dynamic 
system which will produce a net vibration into a space-
craft bus, possibly effecting instrument sensitive to 
vibration. A review of the existing ASRG vibration 
specification (i.e. a peak force transmitted to spacecraft 
to be < 35 N) raised concerns that the existing criteria 
might be overly lax (when compared to a common vi-
bration source, such as Cassini’s Reaction Wheel As-
sembly at < 1 N). In addition, there were concerns 
about dispersions and failure mode-initiated vibration 
environment. A proposed a hardware test was deemed 
impractical due to the lack of available hardware and 
schedule. An analytic study was started in June 2010 
by the Radioisotope Power Systems (RPS) Program 
Office (PO) to discover if nominal ASRG vibration 
levels would be sufficiently benign for unimpeded 
spacecraft instrument operation. 

The RPS program chose to conduct leading edge 
analysis to compare two existing spacecrafts re-
configured for use of ASRG. A joint GRC-JPL team 
was formed. A broadly applicable and defendable ap-
proach was needed, so an analysis was decided on us-
ing existing, validated finite element models (FEM) of 
dissimilar spacecraft. Further, analyzing one orbiter 
and one surface rover was expected to demonstrate an 
attempt to capture the multi-mission trade space of the 
ASRG. The Cassini Orbiter and the Mars Science La-
boratory (MSL) were selected for their convenience 
(access to analytic models and staff experienced in 
those specific missions) and relevancy to ASRG. The 
GRC/Analex team examined Cassini, while JPL ana-
lyzed MSL. 

Analysis: The ASRGs were analytically mounted 
to the spacecraft FEMs, with no attempt to modify the 
interface, (initially) without the ASRG Engineering 
Unit (EU) Isolation Adapter, mechanically isolate the 
instruments, or otherwise soften the impact of the 

ASRG’s operation. Using forcing functions based on 
measurements taken by GRC of the ASRG EU, 
NASTRAN Modal Frequency Response analyses were 
performed. Both linear accelerations and angular dis-
placements were calculated. These responses were then 
compared to established spacecraft instrument limits 
from both spacecraft. JPL reviewed both spacecraft’s 
instrument suite and identified the most constraining 
spacecraft instrument limit --- Cassini’s CIRS spectro-
meter. The CIRS had a base acceleration limit of 0.01 
g (peak value) and a maximum angular displacement 
amplitude limit of 5 microrad. It was selected and used 
as the criteria for all instruments on both spacecraft. In 
addition to the Cassini CIRS criteria, the most con-
straining MSL instrument --- the ChemCam experiment 
mounted on the top of the Remote Sensing Mast --- 
was also considered for the MSL analysis only. Chem-
Cam’s considerably more robust criteria were: accele-
ration limit was 3.0 g and a maximum angular dis-
placement amplitude limit of 80 microrad. In general, 
technical ground rules for the analysis were of varying 
pedigrees in order to meet schedule constraints, certain 
data unavailability, expediency, and other considera-
tions. To account for the uncertainty of phasing of the 
ASRG’s in the Cassini case, the responses were com-
puted using two methods:“worst case” where responses 
from each ASRG were added directly and “reasonable 
case” where responses were root-summed-squared. 

Results:  Frequency vs. response data was generat-
ed for both spacecraft, both methods of summing res-
ponses, up to three interface configurations, and linear 
acceleration & angular displacement analyses. MSL 
results were almost totally benign relative to the in-
strument vibration requirements. This is largely due to 
MSL’s primary frequency mode being far removed 
from the ASRG forcing function frequency. Singular 
peak values of acceleration and angular displacement 
that violated the criteria occurred near the ASRG fre-
quency (102 Hz). Note that these exceedances were 
well below the ChemCam limits. The results for Cassi-
ni were more concerning. Its frequency responses 
ranged from none to most instrument locations violat-
ing the established vibration limit. Five peak accelera-
tion values exceeding the criteria were between 0.01 < 
g’s < 0.04 and occurred in the range of 100 < Hz < 108 
--- near the ASRG frequency. These were worst cases, 
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where the three ASRG were summed and no adapter 
between the ASRG and spacecraft. (A cautionary note: 
while some instruments exceeded CIRS’ limit, this 
does not mean that they exceeded their own. Indeed, 
CIRS’ frequency response was below its own limit.) 
For angular displacement, none of the cases exceeded 
the criteria. 

Some payloads might have primary frequencies 
near the ASRG frequency (as was the case with Cassi-
ni). The study team investigated integrating the existing 
ASRG Engineering Unit Isolation Adapter to modify 
the ASRG-to-spacecraft interface. Rather than ameli-
orating the responses, it aggravated the already adverse 
frequency responses, particularly in the case of Cassini. 
Increasing adapter stiffness then appeared attractive. 
The first bending mode was increased from 39 to 70 
Hz, reducing the peak vibration response of the EU 
adapter case to nearly no-adapter levels. 

Recommendations:  These initial results suggest 
some courses of action for future ASRG Users. These 
results and recommendations will be provided to the 
User community by the RPS PO to facilitate their fu-
ture mission planning and engineering analysis. For 
some Users, residual ASRG vibration may not be a 
concern. The spacecraft instrument sensitivities may be 
far removed from ASRG operating frequency (as in the 
case of MSL), rendering mitigation unnecessary. For 
other Users, this may not be the case. While many 
structural dynamic approaches exist to mitigate resi-
dual vibration effects in the designing of the ASRG-to-
spacecraft interface, the RPS Program suggests the 
following.  

Step 1. Proceed with standard vibration analysis 
(coupled loads, frequency response, power spectral 
density) for the launch phase of the mission. Design 
and modify the finite element models of ELV-to-
spacecraft adapter and the ASRG-to-spacecraft adapter 
until launch vehicle and spacecraft constraints are satis-
fied.  

Step 2. Review the RPS Program-provided leading 
edge analysis of frequency vs. response vs. spacecraft 
type for spacecraft re-configured for ASRG. Compare 
to other vibration sources planned to be on the space-
craft (such as reaction wheels, cryocoolers, etc.) and 
determine if they are within a range of concern.  

Step 3. Perform vibration analysis for in-situ condi-
tions due to other vibration sources on the spacecraft 
(reaction wheels, control rate gyros, etc.). Assess 
whether the structural response (typical linear accelera-
tion and angular displacement) are within ranges toler-
able for each instrument: a. Without the ASRG vibra-
tion contribution; b.With the ASRG vibration contribu-
tion (forcing functions provided) 

Step 4. Identify whether the ASRG or other vibra-
tion sources are the major vibration contributors. If the 
major vibration contributor to instrument disturbance: 
a. is not the ASRG (or the ASRG is comparable to oth-
er sources), then apply typical mitigation methods to 
the other major sources; b. is the ASRG, then: i. If only 
a few sensors are of concern, isolate them individually 
w/ typical mitigation methods to avoid modal gain; ii. 
If most/all sensors are of concern, apply typical mitiga-
tion techniques: 1. Modify ASRG-to-spacecraft inter-
face adapter design or materials; 2.  Re-design instru-
ment pallet structure; 3. Examine other integration 
orientations for the ASRGs, such as co-linear to the 
spacecraft’s major axis; iii. Re-analyze, re-design adap-
ter until instruments vibration constraints are satisfied 

Step 5. Re-analyze entire stack for ETO vibration 
environment 
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